Cop City can and must be stopped, but we need more help. We need people on the front lines, and robust supply networks. We need to love and support each other, as Assata said.
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REST IN POWER
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“Within the movement, there’s this constant struggle to avoid concentration of power, to disseminate decision-making,” a forest defender who goes by Tortugita told me. “It’s harder to do anything because people are accustomed to following orders and having strict hierarchies. It gets tricky when you need to do something quickly, but everything kind of works out.”

“The decision to organize the movement this way is strategic. If nobody’s in charge, nobody can negotiate away demands. In fact, nobody can negotiate at all. There’s no way to co-opt it,” said Tortugita. It’s unreasonable by design.

“It’s incredibly important to continue having popular support,” said Tortugita, who uses they/them pronouns. “Cop City is incredibly unpopular already. We’re very popular. We’re cool.” They laughed as they said that last bit, but, without a doubt, the movement has succeeded in painting the forest defenders as a scrappy, idealistic David battling a heartless, moneyed Goliath. “We get a lot of support from people who live here, and that’s important because we win through nonviolence. We’re not going to beat them at violence. But we can beat them in public opinion, in the courts even.”

One day, I watched Tortugita fish the paperback copy of The Communist Manifesto from an unlit fire pit in mock horror. “Don’t burn The Communist Manifesto!” they exclaimed. “I mean, Marx isn’t perfect, but he’s OK.”

“This is my home now,” Tortugita said. “We’ve built a nice community here. It’s about reclaiming the parks and public space. Squatters’ rights.”

But wasn’t there something more immediately achievable? An incremental victory? Tortugita looked at the rainwater cascading off the asphalt and collecting in expanding pools beneath our feet. “This,” they said, nodding. “We’re winning every day we’re out here. It’s a kick to the cops’ morale. Every party we have is a success. Every time somebody has a nice, warm, dry place to sleep in the woods.”

Tortugita motioned toward the rain and shrugged. “Well, maybe not dry. Less wet.”

“Dear comrades, we are in the trenches of the class war. The capitalists would rather see us dead or enslaved, so we must fight like hell. The police terrorize the marginalized while politicians pander and the rich parasitize. Billionaires are causing a mass extinction and can only be stopped by collective action.

Cop city can and must be stopped, but we need more help. We need people on the front lines, and robust supply networks. We need to love and support each other, as Assata said.

If you can send us money, please do. If you can’t spare any change there are many other ways to help stop cop city; tell everyone who will listen about our struggle, come live in the forest, protest in the streets, help your local abolitionists and mutual aid orgs, be gay do crime, or just send us good vibes! Whatever you choose to do, please don’t talk to cops, or cause harm to your fellow workers.”

– Tortugita, October 15 2022